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of 5 and out for count of 9, to remember that we are only responsible for
our own actions, to remember ‘It’s O.K. not to be O.K.!‘ and to seek
contentment in life!

*****************************************************

Katie Walsh – our guest celebrity – sharing the success of the Scoil Bhríde
Green School team as they received the Fourth Green Flag for the School.
This flag focussed on Transport. Well done to the boys and girls and
indeed Ms. Molloy, Ms. Trant (Mrs. Devane), Ms. O’Sullivan, Mr. Behan
and the Parents’ Association – especially Alice Lamont and Fiona
Pakenham.
************************************************************************************

The ‘Comhairle’ team (for S.P.H.E. and R.S.E.) have created a space for
‘SUIMHNEAS’ on the 2nd level corridor near the library. Suaimhneas is the
Irish word for tranquillity, calmness, peace, rest and soothing. We hope
this space will encourage Positive Mental Health and Well Being amongst
our staff and children. This space is for everyone and we hope classes will
come and spend some time here, just to ‘Be in the moment’, to reflect
and perhaps to leave with a better sense of self!
Every class in the school (junior infants to 6th) has already participated in
a ‘Suimhneas’ session, guided by the ‘Comhairle’ team. Our aim is to
provide the children with some simple techniques to deal with
anxiousness and personal frustrations and sadness eg. Breath in for count

To further develop our Positive School Culture and to promote Positive Mental Health in
our classrooms and in our whole school environment, we will encourage and
acknowledge positive behaviours by the children. Our aim is to encourage children to
make small gestures which might; include others, reassure others, befriend others, push
their own comfort zones, challenge their own behaviours, show initiative, show
resilience, be reflective and therefore they will be rewarded (acknowledged) for their
efforts personally and with their peers. The initial acknowledgement is a blue coloured
token with the Scoil Bhríde Crest on one side and a star on the other.
A Scoil Bhríde Token can be awarded by teachers, SNAs, school secretary or school
caretaker to any child who might be seen to make a genuine effort to show respect,
kindness, manners, citizenship etc. The recipient then presents his/her token to their
class, stating the good deed that took place (encouraging other similar actions and
building the self esteem of the token holder). Once a number of tokens are gathered in
the Class Positive Behaviour Rewards jar, they may be exchanged for a class group
reward. These rewards can be at the discretion of the class teacher, decided in
conjunction with the class and developed to suit each particular group.

Please take great care to remind all pupils that exit from the grounds of
the school should be done in an orderly and respectful manner. Several
scooters and speeding children have been reported as being unkind to
older members of the community and to plants!
Brendan Kelleher and Staff 
Naas Credit Union wanted to remind you all that their savings scheme run
through the school is terrific and to keep on saving!
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Please remember to notify the school if requested by a doctor or if your child
has suspected “Slap Cheek” or Rubella or other such illnesses. Other pupils’
families and staff might be in a position to take appropriate action if made
aware of potential threats to their well being.
Please note that the school secretary has many duties and is not in the office all the
time. Thank you for your understanding in these matters.
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memories of Primary School - “Shoot for the moon, even if you miss,
you’ll land among the Stars” Enjoy the break and remember “if you can
read this thank a teacher”
Alice Lamont
Chairperson PA.
*********************************************************************
Please alert an Garda Síochána Naas at 045 884300 if you see something untoward.
Please keep an eye out for your local school. Thank You
******************************************************************************************************

Facebook Page The PA facebook page is Scoil Bhride Kill Parents’ Association

Parents Association Chairperson Address June 2016
As another school year comes to an end, I would like to express my
gratitude to the outgoing members of the Parents’ Association and
Associate Members for all their help during the year. Without their
commitment and enthusiasm many events would not have been
possible, and I hope that, if available, they will re-join the PA again in
September.
On behalf of the Parents Association I would like to sincerely thank all
the parents who bought Christmas cards or books from the book fair,
baked/bought beautiful cakes at the cake sales, walked on Wednesday,
helped in the Library, celebrated Proclamation Day/Flag Day,
supported our Disco’s, wore a Daffodil or got wet on the school walk,
your support was much appreciated.

Wishing you all a Happy and fun-filled Summer whatever your choices.
Brendan Kelleher, Staff and Board of Management, Scoil Bhríde.

The committee would also like to say a very big thank you to Mr
Kelleher, the teaching staff, SNAs, Mick, and Paula for all their support
throughout the year, and on behalf of parents would like to thank
them for looking after our children and making their school days both
educational and enjoyable. We are extremely fortunate to have such a
dedicated team taking care of our children.
A special word of thanks to the boys and girls of Scoil Bhríde who
participated in any PA events, they are a credit to their parents and
the school. And to the boys and girls of 6th Class, it was a pleasure to
witness your achievements and to share in some of your great

A Scene from our 1916 Celebrations held earlier this year. One of the many reasons to
celebrate school life

